APPENDICES
DEMOCRATIC VALUE SURVEY

(Preliminary Draft)

Name ........................................................................

College ..................Class..............Section.......... 

Roll No...................Sex.................Religion..........

INSTRUCTIONS: A list of values consisting mostly of democratic 
values are given below. It would help us a great deal if you 
could rank these values in order of their importance to you as 
guiding principles in your life. You write '1' against a value 
that you consider most important to you. Then, write '2' 
against other value which is second most important to you and so 
on. In this list, the value which is least important to you would be given number '12'. Please start.

----- Individual dignity
----- Equality
----- Fraternity
----- Justice
----- Liberty
----- Responsibility
----- Co-operation
----- Self-preservation
----- Obedience
----- Service
----- Helpfulness
----- Loyalty

Thank you for your co-operation.
DEMOCRATIC VALUE SURVEY
(Modified Draft)

Name .................................................................
College .....................Class..................Section........
Roll No. .....................Sex.....................Religion.......... 

INSTRUCTIONS: A list of values consisting mostly of democratic values are given below. It would help us a great deal if you could rank the values in order of their importance to you as guiding principles in your life. You write '1' against a value that you consider most important to you. Then, write "2" against other value which is second most important to you and so on. In this list, the value which is least important to you would be given number "11". Please start.

----- Mutual regards and respect.
----- Equality of status & opportunity.
----- Unrestricted sympathy
----- Rationality
----- Tolerance
----- Responsibility
----- Co-operative Decision-making
----- Cultural Preservation
----- Service for needy and depressed
----- Loyalty to Authority
----- Self-progress & development

Thank you for your co-operation.

197
DEMOCRATIC VALUE SURVEY
(Third Draft)

Name .................................................................
College ......................Class....................Section.............
Roll No. .....................Sex....................Religion................

INSTRUCTIONS: There is a list of values most of which are
democratic values like Equality and Fraternity given below. It
would help us a great deal if you could rank the values in order
of their importance to you as guiding principles in your life.
You write "1" against a value that you consider most important to
you. Then, write "2" against other value which is second most
important to you, and so on. In this list, the value which is
least important to you would be given number 11. Please start.

----- Regards for the dignity of individual
----- Equality of status and opportunity
----- Sympathy with everyone
----- Openness to reason
----- Tolerance for differences in opinions
----- Responsibility
----- Co-operative decision-making
----- Cultural preservation
----- service for needy and depressed
----- Loyalty to authority
----- Self-progress and development

Thank you for your co-operation.
DEMOCRATIC VALUE SURVEY

Developed By: Benudhar Chinara
Department of Education,
Panjab University,
CHANDIGARH
DEMOCRATIC VALUE SURVEY

Name ..............................................................................
College .........................Class.........................Section.............
Roll No. .................Sex.........................Religion.................

INSTRUCTIONS: There is a list of values most of which are democratic values like Equality and Fraternity given below. It would help us a great deal if you could rank the values in order of their importance to you as guiding principles in your life. You write "1" against a value that you consider most important to you. Then, write "2" against another value which is second most important to you, and so on. In this list, the value which is least important to you would be given number 11. Every value has to be assigned a separate rank. Please start.

----- Regards for the dignity of individual
----- Equality of status and opportunity
----- Sympathy with everyone
----- Openness to reason
----- Tolerance for differences in opinions
----- Responsibility
----- Co-operative decision-making
----- Cultural preservation
----- Service for needy and depressed
----- Loyalty to authority
----- Self-progress

Thank you for your co-operation.